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SUBMISSION FROM COLIN ANDERSON 
 

Targets  

 Are the 2020 renewables targets (for electricity and heat) achievable? If not, why 
not?  

 
The target to generate 100% equivalent of Scotland’s electricity consumption from 
renewables is probably achievable by 2020, if ambitious, assuming the present rate 
of installation is continued.  Currently we achieve around 30%.  There is perhaps a 
danger, however, that the 100% target detracts from the goal of maximising the 
economic benefit of renewables, rather than simply the installed capacity. 

The renewable heat target (I am assuming 11% here) should also be achievable: this 
amount could be achieved eg if every house was equipped with solar thermal panels 
for direct water heating and was properly insulated, and if more industrial heat 
processes (eg steam raising) were based on renewable fuels. 

 What contribution will achievement of the 2020 renewables targets make to 
meeting Scotland’s CO2 emissions targets (a reduction of at least 42% by 2020 
and an 80% reduction target for 2050) under the Climate Change (Scotland) Act 
2009?  

 
I can’t comment on CO2 emissions targets, but I regard the drive towards renewable 
energy as desirable in terms of energy security and economic stability.  Since the 
end of WWII the spur to growth of renewables at national level here and elsewhere 
has always coincided with high energy prices or fuel shortages: climate change 
came quite late as a policy driver for renewables. 

For instance the US Energy Bill introduced by Jimmy Carter in 1977 was pivotal in 
kick-starting the wind and solar industries, and it was drafted in response to an oil 
embargo and effective overnight quadrupling of oil prices.  In real terms the cost of 
oil is now back at the same point as it was then, there is less of it left, and more 
people who want to use it. 

 Will increase in demand from electric heat and transport be offset by efficiencies 
elsewhere?  

 
The introduction of electric cars would potentially complement the use of intermittent 
renewables if vehicle batteries can be charged at times of low demand and used as 
grid backup when off the road – see David Mackay’s Sustainable Energy Without the 
Hot Air for a fuller exposition of this concept. In general this kind of innovation would 
be spurred by a high renewables target. 

 Has the Scottish Government made any estimation of the overall costs of 
achieving the targets, and identified which parties will bear them?  

 
I can’t comment on whether the Scottish Government has costed the targets.  The 
question of who will bear them is pertinent and the answer is (currently) the UK 
electricity consumer.  This is not unreasonable, as ultimately it is the users of 
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electricity who should pay for its generation.  The UK has a single electricity market, 
and renewables legislation is still (largely) a reserved matter, so the Scottish targets 
are effectively being met as a by-product of UK policy.   

The question of who should benefit from the ownership of renewables generators is 
potentially more interesting, and one on which most political parties are too silent.  
The main economic gains from renewables are via the manufacture of the 
generating equipment and its subsequent ownership, and in both respects the UK 
and Scotland are not doing very well – most UK wind farms are built with equipment 
manufactured abroad, and owned by overseas companies. 

Challenges 

(a) Technology  

 Is the technology to meet these targets available and affordable? If not, what 
needs to be done?  

 
Wind turbine technology is available and affordable, albeit the UK is likely to remain 
a net importer of wind turbines, having little indigenous turbine manufacturing 
industry.  The cost of electricity from onshore wind is currently similar to natural gas 
from new power stations, with offshore wind arguably similar to new nuclear power. 

When comparing the cost of wind energy to other sources comparisons should be 
made with care.  Projected costs for new nuclear stations are inevitably estimates, 
as none has been built in the UK for around thirty years (and not since privatisation 
of the electricity industry).  By comparison, the costs of wind energy are now known 
accurately by many people, from farmers through to utilities, who have paid for and 
constructed projects – and they can produce the receipts. 

 Are electricity generating or heat producing technologies compatible with the 
need for security of energy supplies?  

 
Renewable energy sources are by their nature compatible with energy security.  
Although wind is sometimes criticised as being “unreliable” or “intermittent”, in the 
medium to long term it is more reliable and secure than conventional sources.  The 
annual output from a windfarm will typically vary by no more than 15% over a 20-
year period, meaning that the cost of the energy it produces is stable for this time: 
there is no fuel price variation.  By comparison, what will the price of oil be in 20 
years? (or this time next year?).  Use of renewables will reduce our exposure to fuel 
price volatility. 

 Are our universities and research institutes fully geared up to the need for 
technological development, innovation and commercialisation?  

 
Our universities and research institutes are doing a good job and many of the best 
science and technology students are drawn towards renewable energy as a topic.  
Where we suffer is that there are too few industrial outlets to feed off, and just as 
importantly feed into, the academic sector.  Academic activity in wind turbine 
research and design is at a lower ebb than it was 25 years ago when we 
manufactured turbines in the UK, which, as we no longer do, is to be expected. 
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Scotland’s academic institutes have, however, fared much better in regard to marine 
renewables, where there is a high level of innovation and research and close links 
with the industrial sector.  Several successful spin-off companies are active in the 
wave and tidal sector.  

(b) Supply chain and infrastructure  

 Is the supply chain in Scotland in place to meet the targets?  

Re supply chain – see my earlier comments.  There is currently no shortage of 
supply chain for wind energy equipment so long as we in the UK/Scotland are 
content to be consumers rather than producers of the technology.  We are doing 
much better in terms of marine renewables, but these are not yet at a commercial 
stage. 

 What further improvements are needed to the grid infrastructure or heat supply 
networks both at a national and a local level? Additionally, are we confident that 
the necessary infrastructure can be developed and financed so that Scotland can 
export any excess electricity generated to the rest of the UK and/or the EU? What 
is the role for the Scottish Government here?  

 
Funding grid infrastructure and renewables in general is clearly a big question, for 
Scotland and the UK as a whole.  Currently Scotland benefits from having the best 
renewables resources in the UK, which are being developed in the context of the UK 
electricity market.  How/whether this would work in an independent Scotland is open 
to debate – it is a complex question that would eg require knowledge of future 
energy prices to answer. 

 How can national priorities be reconciled with local interests?  

A progressive renewables funding policy would try to ensure that those ultimately 
bearing the investment cost benefit not just from knowing that the power is clean 
(given they have no choice but to buy it) but financially as well. The Scottish 
Government might then consider promoting the formation of a cooperative electricity 
company owned by those who use the power generated.   

Alternatively the Government could take a stake in one or more of the local electricity 
utilities (eg Scottish Power or SSE).  At the moment this idea would be anathema to 
most politicians, and the Electricity Act probably forbids it, but it would ensure that 
profits generated as a result of UK renewables legislation remained in this country 
for the wider benefit. 

This points to a major inconsistency at the heart of current UK energy policy.   
Privatisation was designed to remove electricity from state control and allow the free 
market to operate, yet many of the overseas utilities active here have significant 
state or municipal shareholding.  Examples are Vattenfall, Statkraft, EDF,  and RWE.  
I have no fundamental objection to this, but think that our own government should 
have the same freedom and show the same ambition. 

In regard to more directly local interests, my experience is that wind energy projects 
that are owned by those who live near them are frequently less controversial than 
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developments whose ownership is geographically remote.  Thus I would encourage 
steps to prioritise community-owned projects, onsite renewables to power 
businesses, and/or wind energy for farm diversification.  

(e) Skills and workforce development  

 Will Scotland have sufficient home-grown skills to attract inward investment? Are 
current policies producing the desired move towards Science Technology 
Engineering and Maths subjects at schools and universities? Is the skills transfer 
from the oil and gas sectors being realised?  

 
I am not convinced there has been a major skills transfer from oil and gas, but would 
not expect this to happen while the price of oil remains high.  The cost bases and 
economic culture of renewables and O&G are also very different: the former requires 
mass production of standard items, the latter bespoke one-off production platforms 
etc.  

A pessimistic analogy would be with Kodak, who until recently were the world’s 
largest supplier of camera film.  They also invented the digital camera, but failed to 
develop it aggressively as it distracted from (and potentially undermined) their core 
business.  With the demise of film photography Kodak finally went bankrupt this year.  

I hope this is a warning rather than a prediction.  If there is a skills transfer from O&G 
to renewables I would expect it mainly in the offshore service sector, but there are 
major opportunities for design and construction as well.  In this respect the 
forthcoming AREG offshore windfarm will be an instructive and potentially important 
demonstrator.  

Colin Anderson 
14 March 2012 
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SUBMISSION FROM MEG RENEWABLES 
  
MEG Renewables is an investor in and developer of small to medium scale 
renewable energy projects, focussing on onshore wind and hydro.  MEG 
Renewables is a wholly owned subsidiary of Mackays Retail Group/M&Co, one of 
Scotland’s largest retail businesses, with headquarters at Inchinnan, approximately 
3000 employees throughout Scotland and the UK, and close to 300 stores in towns 
and cities from Penzance to Lerwick. The creation of this subsidiary business to 
develop and operate renewable energy projects is driven by a desire to manage 
group energy costs while maintaining a commitment to 100% ‘green energy’. 
 
Our strategy has been to develop and operate Feed in Tariff scale projects, typically 
in the 500kw to 1.5mw range, in conjunction with farmers and landowners, and in so 
doing, retaining benefits within rural communities. However, as our submission to the 
Inquiry makes clear, it is exceptionally difficult to deliver such a strategy within the 
current constraints, despite what appears to be a favourable policy landscape.  
 
Medium scale wind (100kw – 1.5mw) has a significant role to play in the delivery of 
UK and Scottish Government targets on renewable energy.  The 2020 Routemap for 
Renewable Energy in Scotland lays down a specific target of 500mw of local and 
community owned renewable electricity generation by the 2020 target date. As 
things stand, circumstances and policies are conspiring to ensure that medium scale 
wind will not make any meaningful contribution to our renewable energy targets.  
 
For there to be any realistic chance of us achieving our 2020 targets, we believe that 
there is a need for greater intervention by the Scottish Government in order to 
overcome existing planning system obstacles. We would also urge the Scottish 
Government to exert whatever influence is possible to encourage grid operators to 
provide proportionate solutions to small and medium-scale developments and finally, 
we would request that the Scottish Government lobbies against the proposed 
changes to Feed in Tariffs for medium scale wind, as outlined in the recently 
published Consultation document.     
 
The following pages contain our responses to those questions which we deemed to 
be relevant within the Terms of Reference. 
 
We would be happy to attend the committee to provide further information and/or to 
discuss the issues raised in our response. 
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(a) Technology 

Is the technology to meet these targets available and affordable? If not, what 
needs to be done? 

Medium scale (100kw – 1.5mw) wind turbine technology is available and is well 
established in more developed renewable markets such as Germany, however 
manufacturers dictate the specifications. Products are available ‘off the shelf’ with no 
flexibility on aspects such as hub height or rotor diameter beyond the stated range. 
 
It might be possible for farmers and businesses to fund micro scale renewables, e.g. 
a Gaia 11kw turbine at c. £50,000 from their own resources.  Moving up one level, 
there are a number of 50kw Endurance turbines on farms, however these will cost c. 
£250,000. 
 
As a rule, some form of 3rd party funding will be required for turbines above that 
scale, i.e. in the bandings between 100kw and 1.5mw. Some of the projects that are 
currently within the planning system have the backing of equity investors, through 
collective investment vehicles or are being funded by a High Net Worth individual. 
However this sort of funding is not readily accessible to most farmers, landowners or 
communities. 
 
As far as bank lending is concerned, there are two alternative routes. 

 Secured lending – using the land/farm/buildings or other assets as collateral 
 Non-recourse funding – with the loan secured against the renewable energy 

project itself 
 

Few farms or landowners have the free assets available to offer as security against 
such a large loan and even where they do, there is an understandable reluctance to 
risk one’s whole existence against a project such as this, particularly when there is 
almost constant uncertainty around Government policy and support levels. 
 
In the current market place, the project financing market is limited to a very small 
number of players, with one bank holding a dominant position. All of the active 
players require projects to be of a certain capital value before they will consider 
lending. There are no stated thresholds but broadly, the turbine involved will require 
to have a capacity of at least 800kw, equating to a tip height of at least 70m, and be 
from a small number of scrutinised manufacturers before project finance will be 
made available. 
 
The big problem is that turbines of the scale that are acceptable to the banks for 
project funding purposes, are generally not acceptable to planners – or at least not 
when they are presented as single turbine or medium scale developments.  
  
Experience suggests that many or most planning authorities have an effective height 
limit for small-medium scale turbine developments.  This ‘ceiling’ is typically no 
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higher than 50m (based on tip height) but can be much lower.  As indicated 
previously, the minimum tip height for any ‘bankable’ turbine is in the region of 70m. 
 
Consequently, there is a serious mis-match between what is acceptable to planners 
and what is fundable by banks, which goes some way to explaining why there have 
been only 4 wind turbines of between 100kw and 1.5mw registered for Feed in 
Tariffs in Scotland since the scheme was introduced in April 2010. 
 
Table 1.   
Medium scale wind FIT installations; April 2010 – January 2012 
Scotland Domesti

c 
Commer
cial 

Industria
l 

Commun
ity 

Total 

Wind 100kw – 500kw 0 0 0 0 0 
Wind 500kw – 1.5mw 0 3 0 1 4 
Total mid-size wind  0 3 0 1 4 
Source: Central FIT Register Installations Statistical Report 

(b) Supply chain and infrastructure 

Is the supply chain in Scotland in place to meet the targets? 

There is an established service supply chain in Scotland, ranging from consultants 
and technical specialists to developers and insurance providers, but there are no 
manufacturing facilities in Scotland for medium scale wind turbines, which could 
have an impact upon availability and lead times.  
 
The Scottish renewables sector below utility and major developer scale, has been 
experiencing tough times of late, with a few high profile casualties including Proven, 
Shetland Wind Energy and Icon Energy. A number of developers have reined back 
on their activities, largely in response to the increasing risk of outlays on planning 
applications proving to be non-productive.  The wariness of developers has been 
increased by uncertainty around Feed in Tariff levels. 
 
Looking forward, being of a service nature, it should be relatively easy for the 
existing supply chain elements in Scotland to expand as demand grows. 
 
What further improvements are needed to the grid infrastructure at a national 
and a local level? 

Grid is a massive barrier to renewable scale deployment and needs to be upgraded 
at all levels, however almost as much of an issue is the cost and challenge involved 
in dealing with the grid operators.  For any project to proceed, the critical 
components of planning, grid and finance need to be in place (this assumes that the 
wind conditions are suitably positive), and for a project to be commercially viable, the 
grid costs need to be within certain bounds. Experience to date has been that on 
some occasions at least, grid operators will put forward a very high connection cost 
estimate to ensure that they meet their response time obligation whilst also making 
sure that the worst possible cost scenario is covered. (in actuality, grid operators 
frequently fail to respond within laid down timescales). The consequence of an 
inflated grid connection cost estimate is that it can stop a project going ahead. 
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SSE has applied a much more flexible stance of late and genuinely appears to be 
looking to provide cost effective solutions where possible.    
 
We would urge SSE, ScottishPower and other DNO’s to play their part in 
delivering our renewable targets at all scales of development. We would ask 
them not to apply windfarm scale thinking to medium scale turbine projects, 
but instead, look for more creative and more affordable solutions.  
 
(c)  Planning and consents 

Is the planning system adequately resourced and fit for purpose? 

The single greatest challenge facing medium scale wind developments is the 
planning system.  The Scottish Renewables planning conference in November 2011 
highlighted the disconnect between government policy (at Scottish and UK level) and 
the approach of local planning authorities. It was also evident that the planning 
system lacks the tools to progress any volume of planning applications for 
small/medium scale developments (i.e. 3 or less turbines) consisting of turbines with 
a tip height of between 50m and 100m. 
 
Each planning authority has its own stance, however the weight of evidence 
suggests that councils are largely resistant to turbines in that height range, which 
broadly encompasses turbines with a rated capacity of more than 250kw. There are 
cases of larger standalone turbines being consented but this is the exception rather 
than the rule. There appears to be a broadly applied, but undeclared tip height limit 
of 50m for medium scale turbine applications. 
 
A review of the classifications used by Local Planning Authorities, reveals that 
medium scale wind turbine developments are poorly catered for, with many LPA’s 
having polarised categories covering micro-wind and large wind, but no categories in 
between. This inevitably makes life more difficult for planners and developers alike. 
There can be no doubt that being confronted with the prospect of a large structure, 
stretching up to several hundred feet in the air and with moving parts, takes the vast 
majority of planners well outside of their comfort zone. The amount of time required 
to consider wind turbine planning applications must place significant strain on 
planning resources across Scotland.  
 
A further concern for prospective developers is the degree of inconsistency and the 
level of subjectivity within the current planning process. This applies in particular to 
elements such as visual amenity, cumulative impact and landscape capacity. 
Planning authorities have been dispensing with the services of in-house landscape 
architects, meaning that most of the opinions on visual aspects are essentially 
unqualified in a professional sense. 
 
Evidence from our own experience, and gathered from other sector participants, 
reveals that LPA’s are applying very different criteria and processes, in terms of how 
planning submissions for wind turbine developments are treated.  In some LPA’s, the 
decision as to whether an application is initially determined under delegated authority 
by the planner or assessed by committee, is shaped by the number of material 
objections received. For example, if 5 or more such objections are received, the case 
will not be eligible for delegated authority and will go straight to committee. In the 
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event that the application is refused by committee, an appeal would be heard by 
Scottish Government ministers.  However in at least one LPA, the number of 
objections has no bearing on how the application progresses, meaning that all 
applications are reviewed initially under delegated authority, with any appeal being at 
Local Review Board, i.e. the application is never assessed by anyone outside the 
LPA. 
 
Many developers, including ourselves, are concerned that an inherent anti-wind 
mentality within LPA’s means that applications are disadvantaged by being denied 
the opportunity to be assessed outwith the LPA.  The current system means that 
there can be a case for the developer effectively creating their own objections to 
ensure that any appeal would be at Scottish government level – although in the case 
of the LPA cited in the previous paragraph, such an approach would not work. 
 
There is a need for greater consistency and fairness in the treatment of planning 
applications for medium-scale wind developments by Local Planning Authorities. 
  
An additional complaint, that is frequently voiced, is the time taken and the cost 
involved in getting through planning – a problem that is undoubtedly exacerbated by 
the different interpretations (from area to area and between local and national 
government) of what is an acceptable development.  
 
There is a strong and increasing body of anecdotal evidence in support of the 
aforementioned concerns, however the only hard data available on planning 
outcomes are the FIT Installation Statistics highlighted earlier in this response. While 
the FIT data would appear to support the contention that the planning system is 
blocking the delivery of medium scale renewable energy projects and consequently, 
the achievement of our renewable energy targets, there is a need for a clearer view 
of what is happening inside the planning system. 
 
Information on individual planning submissions is in the public domain through the 
LPA’s websites, however there is no collated view to support or disprove the view 
that medium-scale wind development applications are not getting through the 
planning process. 
 
We propose the establishment of a central tracking system to monitor the 
performance of planning authorities in terms of approval rates by turbine 
scale, time taken for decisions to be made once in possession of all required 
information and adherence to national policy guidelines. With the advent of ‘e 
planning’, and its use by most if not all planning authorities, it should be 
relatively straightforward for this data to be collated and published. 
 
It is appreciated that planning resources are being stretched as a consequence of 
budget pressures. There has also been an issue with developers submitting large 
volumes of poorly prepared planning submissions.  The latter issue needs to be 
addressed; however there is still a strong sense that the relationship between 
planners and developers remains overly adversarial. A more co-operative approach 
would be of benefit to all, with the request being that planners find more time to meet 
with developers and ideally visit proposed sites. This might help avoid clogging up 
the planning system with sites that are not suitable for development 
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. 
There is a pressing need for additional resource to be provided to local planning 
authorities and for planners to be given specific guidance and training in handling 
applications for medium size turbines. We are confident that the renewable energy 
sector would be willing to assist in this training process; a process which could 
ultimately enhance the working relationship between prospective developers and 
planners.  
 
How can national priorities be reconciled with local interests? 

Both the UK and Scottish governments have signed up to ambitious targets around 
renewable energy generation. In the case of Scotland, the targets have been 
described in the 2020 Routemap document as the ‘most ambitious in Europe’. 
 
It is clear from the table below, that there is going to have to be a sharp increase in 
the deployment trajectory for the headline targets to be achieved. At a UK level, this 
push for renewables is supported by a range of policy support initiatives including the 
Renewable Obligation, Feed in Tariffs and the Renewable Heat Incentive.  
 
Table 2  Renewable energy targets by 2020 

  2020 Target Latest position 
UK Government 30% of electricity from renewable 

sources  
6.7% - 2010 (Source: 
Dukes Energy) 

Scottish 
Government 

Equivalent of 100% of electricity 
demand to be met by renewables 

24.1% - 2010 (Source: 
Scottish Govt. data) 

 
In spite of the favourable policy landscape, all indications are that, despite a 
concerted industry effort, medium scale wind will struggle to deliver anything like the 
contribution that is anticipated, under the current conditions. 
 
Within the 2020 Routemap for Renewable Energy in Scotland, a specific target of 
500mw of local and community owned renewable electricity generation was laid 
down. While this encompasses all forms of renewable electricity generation, 
medium-size wind is expected to be a major contributor. Turbines of this size lend 
themselves to local ownership and as such, revenue stays in the local area. 
 
Table 1 makes it very clear that there is negligible activity of late within the key 
categories that will contribute to the 500mw target for community and locally owned 
projects.  
 
There is undoubtedly a disconnect at present between national policy and priorities 
and local interest, as interpreted by planners.  For Scotland to achieve its renewable 
energy targets by 2020, there will have to be a quantum shift in the local planning 
process as it stands. While national policy is very supportive of renewable energy 
development, there appears to be no such sentiment at local authority level.  Our 
experience has been that, in spite of the decreed presumption in favour of medium 
scale wind developments, there is always some way in which a local authority can 
legitimately block a planning application. 
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Some local authorities have been much more receptive than others, and each seems 
to have their own interpretation of what constitutes capacity. It would be an 
interesting exercise to establish whether the combined capacities of each LPA add 
up to a total in excess of the Scottish Government’s target. 
 
We believe that a key first step towards achieving greater reconciliation between 
national and local positions would be the establishment of a central database, as 
described previously, to track wind turbine and other renewable energy 
developments through the local planning process.  
 
One argument put forward by planners against larger single turbines (e.g. 500kw) is 
that they are disproportionate to the energy requirements of the associated property.  
This fails to take account of the role of medium scale turbines as a vital source of 
diversified income for farmers, landowners and local communities.  It is envisaged 
that this point will be covered by the Scottish Government’s Agri-Renewables 
Strategy when it is published in the summer of 2012.     
 
We  would propose the creation of a planning band for mid-size turbines with a 
maximum tip height of no less than 80m, to be applied by all local planning 
authorities in Scotland. This should form part of a broader initiative to 
introduce consistent planning categories and processes throughout Scotland.  
 

 (f) Energy market reform and the subsidy regime 

Are the reforms of the energy markets and subsidy regimes at both UK and EU 
level sufficient to meet the challenge of the Scottish Government’s renewable 
targets? 
 
Feed in Tariffs were introduced in April 2010 to stimulate the development of 
distributed renewable energy. A series of bandings were introduced to cover different 
technologies and scales, with the underlying intention being that investors would 
achieve a return on investment of 5-8%.  
 
In response to a surge in larger-scale solar pv developments (5mw), there was an 
emergency review of the tariffs for large scale development, which came into force in 
August 2011.  There has subsequently been a further unscheduled review in 
response to the large scale uptake of domestic scale solar pv, driven by alternative 
funding models. 
 
Medium sized wind forms part of the current Feed in Tariff Consultation, which runs 
until April 2012.  The Consultation document issued on 9 February recognises that 
the capital costs for medium scale wind projects are higher than in the previous 
model, however this is countered by an assumption that load factors will be higher 
than previously estimated. According to DECC’s calculations, this will result in 
medium scale wind projects delivering a return on investment at the high end of the 
5-8% target range. 
 
We would propose that the minimal number of FIT installations to date (see 
Table 1) suggests that the existing tariffs are too low, rather than too high, and 
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in answer to the question, are not sufficient to meet the challenge of the 
Scottish Government’s renewable targets 
 
Neil McGeoch, Managing Director 
MEG Renewables 
28 February 2012 
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SUBMISSION FROM COMMUNITY ENERGY SCOTLAND 
 
Community Energy Scotland is a membership based Scottish charity that works to 
strengthen Scottish communities by assisting them in the development of renewable 
energy and energy efficiency projects.  
 
Our goal is to reduce energy dependence by reducing and managing energy 
demand, encouraging local renewable energy generation, and investing in 
education, training and sustainable community facilities.  
 
We provide independent advice and guidance on all aspects of these projects, from 
the technical, to the legal and financial, to issues of governance and accountability. 
We also assist communities in the financing of these projects from a range of 
different sources, including public grants and loans, commercial debt finance, joint 
ventures and local finance (community shares and bond offers).  
 
We facilitate networking between all communities, rural and urban, to share 
knowledge and experience, and we act as a voice for communities at a Scottish and 
UK level to seek to address the hurdles they face.  
 
We currently deliver the Scottish Government’s CARES programme, which ensures 
that all community organizations are able to receive free advice, and along with rural 
businesses, access loan finance for pre-capital costs through CARES Loans. More 
information is available on our website: http://www.communityenergyscotland.org.uk.    
 
Given the explicit target of 500MW for locally owned renewable energy capacity, and 
the interest shown by committee members at the hearing in December, we are 
surprised that the committee has not included a question on the challenges related 
to achieving that target. However we do not see local and community ownership as a 
standalone issue, but right at the heart of the achievability of all of the Scottish 
Government’s 2020 energy targets.  
 
While there are certainly technical challenges that need to be addressed, we are 
confident that they can be overcome if there is sufficient will to do so, both at a 
national level, and at the level of communities and households. Ultimately, if we 
cannot persuade the Scottish people of the benefits of a wholesale transition to 
renewable energy, then we will not be able to facilitate the changes in behaviour and 
attitudes that are required for the technical challenges to be overcome.  
 
As such we have prepared a paper that responds in detail to the issues raised by the 
committee, focusing on the role that Scottish communities can play in unlocking our 
energy potential. The full paper can be supplied on request, and a summary has 
been included below. We would be happy to elaborate on any aspect either in 
person or in writing. 
 
Summary of Community Energy Scotland’s response to the EETC enquiry  
 
What are the 2020 targets? 

1. 100% electricity demand equivalent from renewables  
2. 11% heat demand from renewables  
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3. 30% overall energy demand from renewables  
4. 12% reduction in final energy demand 
5. 500MW of new renewable energy capacity in community or local ownership 

 
 Greater clarity required on how the targets will be measured, the setting of 

current baselines, and how progress towards the targets will be assessed.  
 Greater emphasis required on demand reduction and the means to achieve it 
 Vital that there is always a clear distinction between energy and electricity, 

and energy efficiency and demand reduction, as these terms are not 
synonymous and have the potential to create confusion. 

 
What are the challenges to achieving the 2020 targets? 

 Planning. Achievement of targets 1 and 3 above will require an expansion of 
onshore wind as the offshore wind sector is not fully mature. However 
onshore wind currently only enjoys a 56% overall success rate at planning. 
Particularly for community organisations that are developing a single project 
this level of risk is a major barrier- although all projects that Community 
Energy Scotland has assisted with have achieved a 100% success rate to 
date. 
  

 Demand reduction. In relation to target 4, most public policy measures have 
failed to achieve this level of reduction, either through energy efficiency or 
behaviour change. How can this pattern be broken to achieve a significant 
and long lasting reduction in total energy demand? 
 

 Grid bottlenecks and connection costs. In relation to all 5 of the 2020 
targets, the difficulty of obtaining a grid connection is a major barrier. Often 
the areas with the best renewable resource are disadvantaged by a lack of 
existing grid infrastructure, lack of grid capacity, or exceptionally high grid 
connection costs that require payment up front. For example much of Argyll 
currently faces a 50kW cap on new connection applications, and a minimum 
connection date of 2015 for new applications. 
 

 Regulatory uncertainty. Key UK support mechanisms such as the FiT and 
RHI are perceived to lack stability, and this perception has been reinforced by 
the unpredictable behaviour of DECC since the launch of the FiT. This is 
particularly damaging to small scale and community developers that do not 
have a portfolio of sites or the financial reserves to weather long delays. What 
steps can the Scottish Government take to protect small Scottish developers 
from these shocks? 
 

 Public support. Much of the public remains to be convinced of the need for 
renewables - and a minority is actively opposed. It is vital that there is strong 
public support for renewable energy in general, and onshore wind in 
particular, both to increase the success rate at planning and ensure there is a 
strong democratic mandate for the policies necessary to increase deployment. 

 
What role can community renewables play? 

1. New generating capacity  
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 Of the electricity generating projects that Community Energy Scotland has 
supported, there is currently 9MWe installed, with another 30MWe due to 
build in 2012/2013, and an active pipeline of an additional 180MWe in 
development.  

 Of community owned renewable heat projects, there is currently 9MWth 
installed. With the right support, there is significant potential for this to be 
increased. 

 These totals do not include the installed capacity in other forms of local 
ownership, such as farmers and landowners.  

 
2. Demand reduction and management 
 There is a wealth of evidence that local organisations are best placed to 

provide advice and support to householders and small businesses in relation 
to energy efficiency 

 There is also evidence that the process of being involved in a community 
energy project can help communicate climate change and energy security 
issues, and lead to individual behaviour change  

 Behaviour change could be assisted and accelerated through more detailed 
information on energy consumption, time of use tariffs, and access to capital 
for the purchase of new energy efficient technologies. 

 A number of communities have been using the income from renewable 
energy projects to fund energy efficiency measures in community buildings as 
well as private houses and businesses.  

 Investment in active network management technologies on the distribution 
network could help with the integration of higher levels of renewable capacity, 
as well as encourage the intelligent matching of supply and demand. CES is 
currently working with SSE and the University of Strathclyde on these issues. 

 While decarbonisation of the economy will ultimately require electrification of 
much of the heat and transport sectors, overall energy consumption can still 
decrease through the use of more efficient technologies that reduce the 
amount of energy required to deliver a particular energy service. 

 
3. Local energy use  
 Community organisations are already leading on the substitution of fossil fuels 

with renewable energy, including wind power for space heating and electric 
vehicles, woodchips to replace fuel oil, and recycling vegetable oil to replace 
diesel.  

 By localising supply chains, which include energy sources, skills and 
management services, communities will be more able to insulate themselves 
from shocks to more extended supply chains 

 Having a direct and transparent relationship between the resources that a 
community uses and its own local economy encourages a positive feedback 
loop, which can encourage better management of that resource and positive 
attitudes to its use. Currently much of Scottish land has been effectively 
sterilised for further development because the link between land users and 
the resources the land can provide has been cut. 

 There are huge economic opportunities for local communities to participate in 
the local energy supply chain, ranging from woodchip supply companies, to 
local electricity supply companies, to energy efficiency advice services. Much 
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of the value in providing these services is currently retained by organisations 
that are not locally or even nationally based, so the potential for 
transformation is there.  

 
4. Sharing the benefits  
 There are direct financial benefits for communities hosting renewable energy 

infrastructure. This can either be income from the ownership of a turbine or a 
stake in a windfarm, or through a community benefit payment from a private 
developer. We welcome the Scottish Government’s efforts to encourage 
partnership between communities and developers, and to increase their 
ambition in relation to community benefit payments. However it is worth noting 
that a typical 0.9MW wind turbine in community ownership will generate the 
same level of net income as a 50MW windfarm paying £2000/MW community 
benefit.  

 By integrating these income streams with a long term community 
development plan, progress can be made to realising the aspirations of the 
whole community. Very often reducing fuel poverty through investment in 
energy efficiency is a key part of that vision.   

 Locally owned projects can provide opportunities for ethical investments by 
individuals who could otherwise not afford to invest in renewable energy- this 
broadens the demographic of who can directly benefit from renewables 

 Local ownership of renewable energy infrastructure has the potential to lower 
the cost of energy by the direct supply of heat and electricity, providing a 
significant boost to local economies and the SME sector 

 Locally owned projects retain a significant proportion of their profits in the 
local, regional and national economies. This provides an indirect benefit to all 
Scottish citizens as capital is spent or reinvested in Scotland that might 
otherwise have been moved overseas.  

5. Creating stronger communities 
 A long term, independent income stream provides the financial security for 

communities to plan for the future, can be used as match funding for public 
and commercial finance, and can help underwrite the cost of important but 
less profitable community services and facilities 

 The development of a community renewable energy project is a significant 
undertaking, and tends to draw people together through the process and the 
final achievement. This can increase individual and collective confidence, and 
help build effective local institutions. In navigating the coming decades, these 
could prove the most vital resources of all. 

 By focusing investment on improvements to housing and reducing fuel 
poverty, household income currently spent on energy can be retained in the 
community, and levels of health and well being increased by higher quality 
accommodation. 

  Income from community renewables is also used to sustain key community 
infrastructure, such as village halls, leisure facilities, and youth clubs. In the 
context of major challenges to public spending, community projects can 
provide a lifeline to the services that are important to their users.  

 
6. Changing public attitudes 
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 As outlined above, community renewables can deliver a range of direct and 
indirect benefits, that are inclusive of the whole community, and can be 
managed by transparent and democratic local institutions 

 We believe that this should be the reference point for persuading the Scottish 
people that it is worth investing in a renewable future. It consists of more than 
a financial incentive or compensation, but an opportunity to create a shared 
asset, managed directly by the people who benefit from it. This is simply not 
possible with large scale, fossil fuelled energy, and is one of greatest 
opportunities that renewable energy has to offer. 

 The projects that CES works on have all been initiated by communities that 
have approached us because they want to see something happen. This is the 
reverse of the tensions created by change that is imposed on communities 
from the outside. Our ambition is to see that demand for renewable energy, in 
all its forms, is spread across all Scottish communities. This will make the 
2020 targets not just achievable, but inevitable. 
 

What policy measures need to be put in place to support community led renewables? 
 
Scottish Government  

1. Continuity of the CARES programme, including CARES Loans. This has been 
effective in overcoming the initial hurdles to new developments, by providing 
access to risk capital for pre-capital costs. We welcome the Government’s 
commitment to extend the programme beyond April 2012. 
 

2. A fund for community energy infrastructure. This would cover the equipment 
required to deliver energy to end users, which is a vital but currently 
underfunded aspect of renewable energy generation. It could cover heat 
networks, innovative types of grid connection, ‘private wire’ grid networks, 
energy storage, and local grid upgrades. Renewable heat is currently lagging 
behind renewable energy deployment, and such a fund would help 
communities to make the switch from existing fossil fuel infrastructure. 

 
3. Targeted capital support for microgeneration technologies for community 

facilities. The FiT and RHI are simply not working for this sector at this scale, 
either because the level of support is too low, or the cost of capital for 
purchase and installation costs is too high. 

 
4. Reform to the planning system to recognise small to medium scale renewable 

energy developments as distinct from large scale projects, and have 
proportionate requirements for the assessment of their potential impacts.    

 
5. Reform to the planning system to give proper consideration of the socio-

economic impacts of all scales of project. Currently locally significant socio-
economic impacts are often not deemed a material consideration by planning 
authorities, and this unfairly disadvantages smaller scale developments 
compared to large scale ones. 

 
UK Government 

1. Vital that we have long term stability for FiT and RHI levels, recent volatility 
has been highly damaging to the industry. 
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2. The proposed cut to the Renewables Obligation for hydro schemes is based 
on inaccurate financial modelling and will restrict hydro development. 

 
3. DECC need to support the current proposals from Forum for the Future, CES 

and others, for a ‘Community Feed in Tariff’ that would provide a higher level 
of support to community projects. 
 

 
4. Reform is required to electricity supplier licensing and the balancing and 

settlement code for distribution networks to enable small generators to sell 
electricity directly to local consumers. This would add value to local electricity 
generation without any further subsidy. 

 
5. We need a dedicated team for community energy within DECC and Ofgem, 

with regular communication and consultation with community organisations, 
as currently the sector is often overlooked 

 
Grid  

1. Ofgem need to allow electricity network operators to make more strategic 
investments in grid reinforcement and expansion in areas of high renewable 
resource, with sharing of costs amongst all system users. There is currently a 
double standard in that it has been proposed by National Grid that new 
nuclear plants will not be required to pay for the full cost of their connections, 
while renewable generators often face significant upfront costs, and long lead 
times for connection. For supply security and carbon targets, grid investment 
must be pro-active rather than reactive. 

 
2. The grid connection ‘queue’ needs to be better managed so that projects 

which have not received planning permission are removed from the queue 
after a defined period. Currently a large number of dormant projects are 
jamming up the system and preventing viable schemes from connecting.  
 

3. Electricity network operators need to be encouraged to pursue more 
innovative types of connection offer, and progressively integrate new 
technologies such as active network management, demand side 
management, embedded storage and dynamic line rating. These have the 
potential to make the existing grid network more efficient, and reduce the cost 
and timescales for connecting additional capacity. 
 

4. The grid connection process is rapidly beoming unfit for purpose. Currently 
the process is a free application and so application numbers have increased 
significantly. A lot of these applications are in fact explorations of grid 
availbility and in no way link to the progression of a project towards planning 
consent. This has resulted in the overloading of network operators, and 
subsequent booking of network capacity by a large number of projects which 
have low rates of completion (construction and connection). This reduces the 
overall capacity available to more viable projects and as mentioned above 
there is no effective queue management system in operation. Ofgem and grid 
operators need to work with stakeholders to streamline the application 
process for grid connections, and make distribution network technical data 
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publicly available upfront to help guide developers in their project 
assessments.  

 
5. Ofgem and grid operators need to work to standardise fees for feasibility 

studies on distribution network and make these more transparent. Also 
needed is a more iterative initial discussion and  process for the studies 
themselves, as the limited initial information available to applicants is often not 
enough to provide optimal solutions.   

 
 
Community Energy Scotland 
2 March 2012 
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SUBMISSION FROM Dr NICOLA MCEWEN - THE UK ENERGY 
RESEARCH CENTRE 
 
Meeting the Target for Community Energy: Opportunities and Barriers 
 
This submission draws on insights from the project, Grassroots Action and the 
Politics of Energy Governance in Scotland (EnGAGE Scotland), supported by the UK 
Energy Research Centre and the Natural Environment Council. The project 
examined energy-related grassroots action in Scotland to identify what drives 
communities to mobilise, the opportunities and barriers groups face in pursuing their 
goals, and the interaction between community groups and the broader policy 
network.  
 
The Government Target on Community-Owned Energy 
 
The Scottish Government’s Routemap for Renewable Energy in Scotland, published 
in 2011, included a specific target of generating 500MW of ‘community and locally-
owned’ renewable energy by 2020. This target reflects a stated ambition to ensure 
‘all Scottish communities share in the rich rewards of our next energy revolution.’ 
The target is ambitious in UK terms; support for community renewables in Scotland 
is far in excess of that offered to communities south of the border by the UK 
government. However, it will not radically alter the energy market, and is only 
intended to make a small contribution to Scotland’s renewables future. If met, the 
target for community and locally-owned renewables would be the equivalent of 
around 3% of the overall renewable electricity target. Officials recognise this as an 
achievable target, a floor rather than a ceiling. We agree that the target is 
achievable, with appropriate support in place to help communities overcome 
significant barriers to community energy action. Moreover, we suggest that 
community energy can potentially play a more significant role, fulfilling both 
renewable energy goals and broader policy objectives of community empowerment, 
resilience and engagement. 
 
Challenges 
 
Hundreds of communities across Scotland are currently engaged in renewable 
energy projects. Although communities in the Highlands and Islands have been 
prominent among the front-runners, renewable energy action has emerged in urban 
and lowland rural communities too. These have been supported by a range of policy 
initiatives, including the Climate Challenge Fund, the Big Lottery, and grants and 
loans introduced under the Community and Renewable Energy schemes (CARES). 
These have been vital in kick-starting community renewables, and we welcome the 
continued commitment to the CCF and CARES loan.  
 
Financial 
 
The promise of Feed-in-Tariffs has been an important driver of community energy, 
but uncertainty over the rules of the game and the UK government’s continued 
commitment to supporting small scale generation through FiTs can create unease. 
For example, a number of community groups had received significant financial 
support from public bodies to cover the capital and installation costs for renewables 
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projects, but a subsequent rule change determined that receiving the Feed-in-Tariff 
and public grants for capital costs would represent a double subsidy and be in 
contravention of EU state aid rules. Considerable confusion remains among 
community groups regarding the compatibility of FiTs with any public funding, and 
the regulations appear to be subject to variable interpretation by government and 
statutory bodies.  
 
Grid 
 
Grid infrastructure also represents a barrier in parts of the Highlands and Islands. 
Limited grid capacity is an issue facing all developers, including community groups, 
in the north-west Highlands, Argyll and Eilean Siar. An SSE official we interviewed 
noted that demand had to be demonstrated before Ofgem would sanction investment 
in grid infrastructure, making strategic investment difficult. Instead, developers are 
expected to contribute to the cost of grid upgrades themselves. For small grassroots 
community groups, a poor grid can create a substantial hurdle, both to securing grid 
connection and paying for infrastructure upgrades. To illustrate: one group in the 
Western Isles seeking to install a single 900kw wind turbine claimed to have been 
asked by SSE to pay in excess of £500,000 for a statcom to support the local 
distribution network. 
 
Planning 
 
The Feed-in-Tariff and the grid are reserved matters, but barriers to realise 
community energy projects can also be found within devolved competence. 
Specifically, some groups have faced difficulties navigating the planning process. 
Community-scale projects have to pass the same hurdles as any commercial 
development before securing planning consent, including assessing the impact on 
the environment, noise, bird flight, other wildlife and visual impacts. A similar set of 
statutory bodies is consulted over the proposals of community and commercial 
developers. These checks may be important, but it should be recognised that 
community groups begin with very few resources and lack the technical expertise 
and contacts readily available to their commercial counterparts to help them navigate 
the planning process. The submission to this inquiry by Roseneath West Peninsula 
Community Development Trust noted the invaluable support provided by Community 
Energy Scotland in offering technical advice and support. This sentiment was 
echoed across almost all of the community energy groups we encountered in our 
research – Community Energy Scotland clearly fulfils a vital function in supporting 
progress towards the community renewable energy targets. 
 
Several of the community groups we encountered made a plea for community 
resilience criteria to be built into the planning process, such that applications can be 
judged not just according the criteria laid out in existing regulations, but also on the 
impact a project has on the sustainability of the community. There may come a time 
when community scale ventures are competing more directly with small scale private 
developers, and some suggested that local authority planners should be able to 
weigh up the relative impact of planned sites on the local community. One 
interviewee noted, ‘there’s a limited amount of land available for development… a 
local authority should be in a position to say, well which of these is going to arrive at 
the maximum local economic impact.  They can’t do that at the moment... under 
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planning regulations’. Planners, too, called for greater clarity on what is required in 
assessing planning applications, and when there is a need to push for more 
extensive impact studies. One planner confronted with numerous applications for 
wind turbines and small scale wind parks pointed to the ‘lack of very concise clear 
guidance from government’ on assessment criteria as being ‘one of the main 
problems we are facing’. 
 
Power Relations and the role of Local Authorities 
 
Finally, community energy can be profoundly shaped by political power relations, 
especially the relationship between the community group and the local authority. 
Local authorities are often ‘enablers’, promoting community activities and providing 
financial incentives or subsidies to encourage action. But sometimes tensions have 
emerged between community energy groups and local authorities. One group we 
studied noted that it ‘would be good if the council saw community action as 
something which it was supportive of rather than threatened by’. In another case, 
progress on a community wind turbine stalled following years of preparatory 
groundwork after a breakdown in relations between the community group and the 
local authority, which is both the planning authority and the landowner of the site of 
the proposed windpark. Several interviewees from other initiatives suggested that 
the level of support offered by local authorities may be dependent on the extent to 
which the goals were shared. Said one interviewee: ‘the Council has created real 
barriers and layers of bureaucracy [re: installation of solar panels]. Their power to 
delay is enormous. They’ll just wear you down’.  
 
On the other hand local authorities, as democratically-elected bodies serving an 
entire local authority area, can legitimately challenge a group’s claim to represent 
‘the community’. We found a perception among local authorities that they had been 
bypassed in the process of promoting community energy. For example, the CCF 
targets resources directly to selected groups. One official we interviewed described 
the exclusion of local authorities from the process as a ‘big mistake’ arguing that ‘the 
Scottish Government totally bypassed councils yet we’re directly implicated in their 
(the group’s) activities... We were not and are not consulted. We were not told when 
(the group) got it [CCF funding]. We found out through a news release’.  
 
In sum, although there are clear opportunities to achieve and exceed the 2020 target 
for community-owned energy, there are significant barriers that will need to be 
overcome. Some of these can be partially offset by more effective communication 
between partners, clearer guidance for planning authorities, and extended support 
for communities engaged in the planning process. 
 
Generating Consent for Renewable Energy by Giving Communities a Stake 
 
There has been a dramatic increase in commercial on-shore wind across Scotland in 
recent years. But commercial projects and associated infrastructure can generate 
opposition, as evident in the protracted debates over the Beauly-Denny overhead 
transmission line and numerous proposals that never make it through planning.  
 
There is strong evidence from the literature and from our case studies to suggest 
that giving communities a meaningful stake in a project will not only help to secure 
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planning and popular consent for that particular project, but increase trust in and 
support for renewable energy more broadly.1 In many cases, local planning 
authorities seem more at ease with community projects, and community groups are 
often better placed to generate support within their own local community than a 
mistrusted commercial body. All of the projects we have examined that have gone 
through planning noted strong support from within the local community, and little – 
often no – local objection to the proposals. There is, however, more mistrust when 
commercial developers are involved. As one community activist put it: ‘The whole 
argument about wind farms, it’s basically an argument about power and I would be 
totally against a wind farm if it was the Duke of Buccleuch making billions of pounds, 
but if it’s my local community getting resourced, then… (that’s different)’. 
 
Even in the case of joint ventures, community involvement can pave the way for 
public acceptance of a wind farm or hydro scheme, for example, in the local 
community. One of our interviewees, whose group is embarking on a joint venture, 
noted: ‘Because there is a commercial developer involved, there is sensitivity… so 
we have to be careful about how we pitch it, but I think we will get support because it 
won’t be ‘Commercial Development Ltd’ written all over it, it will be a joint venture.’ 
 
Another group with a joint venture already at the generation stage felt that 
developers were failing to grasp the opportunities of working with communities in a 
more meaningful way. Giving them a stake in the renewable development was 
described as a ‘win-win for them’, as it generates trust which can help secure 
consent for future projects: ‘Behind the developers are financiers, and financiers 
don’t like it (a community stake) because on their spreadsheet; it appears as a loss. 
But they don’t grasp that a loss today is a gain tomorrow.’ 
 
Thus community groups potentially have a significant role to play, not just in 
achieving the specific 2020 target on community and locally-owned renewable 
energy, but in building trust within the community for broader engagement with 
industry and government to help fulfil the broader renewable energy ambitions in the 
years ahead.  
 
Recommendations: 
 
 Ensure support is in place to assist communities in securing planning consent for 

renewables projects 
 Provide clearer guidance to community groups and statutory bodies on 

interpretation of regulations, for example relating to FiTs and planning 
 Recognise the role of local authorities as enablers of community energy 
 Recognise the role that community energy can play in building support for 

broader targets 
 Explore with commercial developers some ways – beyond community benefit – of 

giving communities a real stake in renewable development projects in their local 
area.  

 
Dr Nicola McEwen and Dr Elizabeth Bomberg 

                                                        
1 see, for example, Musall F D and O Kuik, ‘Local acceptance of renewable energy’, Energy Policy, vol.39, 
2011: 3252-60. 
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School of Social and Political Science 
University of Edinburgh 
29 February 2012 
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SUBMISSION FROM ROSENEATH WEST PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT TRUST 

 
Introduction 
Rosneath Peninsula West Community Development Trust is working towards the 
development of an 11.5MW community wind farm on the Rosneath Peninsula in 
Argyll. We have rejected offers of “assistance” from developers who would “help” us 
in exchange for taking most of the benefits generated by the scheme. We are 
determined that all the proceeds go to benefit the villages on the peninsula. Having 
been engaged in the project for nearly two years, we believe that we may be able to 
assist the committee in examining those issues which arise from community owned 
renewable generation projects. 
 
Targets 
We cannot comment on whether or not the Government will achieve its 2020 targets. 
However we are certain that involving communities in the development of renewable 
energy would greatly increase local support for such schemes. In this sense 
“communities” could mean anything from a village to a local authority. It would 
reduce local opposition to such projects if local people felt their community was 
going to benefit directly from the project. This more supportive attitude would clearly 
assist the Government to achieve its targets, and would also assist the sustainability 
of rural communities. 
 
Challenges 
As a small community with a total population of 1520 people, we faced many 
challenges in pursuing our community wind farm. The first of these is in finding 
proper advice and technical support. Our best resource here was the guidance of 
Community Energy Scotland, without whom we could not have started. If Scotland is 
to pursue greater community involvement in renewable energy, this agency must be 
supported and strengthened, with more training for its development officers and 
greater funding for its commercial arm. 
 
As we have a talented and committed board, we were able to get grants to pay for 
our initial wind farm feasibility study, and to carry out the pre-development work. The 
lack of available finance for pre-development analysis is the main reason that 
communities end up having to work with developers and losing control of their 
project. Further funding in this area would enable more villages to keep the financial 
benefits within the community rather than in the pockets of major company 
shareholders. 
 
Access to finance, whether at the pre-development stage or at the development 
stage, presents a small community with great difficulties. Well thought out schemes 
are attractive to banks, but they all demand at least 10%, and more usually 20%, 
equity put in place when agreeing to provide finance. It is clearly impossible for small 
communities to raise such sums and again they can be exploited by developers. If 
local authorities or the commercial arm of Community Energy Scotland were 
prepared and enabled to take up the equity stake, they would not only achieve an 
excellent return on their investment, but we would keep the returns within Scotland 
and the renewable energy sector. This would create a situation where everyone 
benefits and should be seriously considered by the committee. 
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We have worked closely from an early stage with officers from Argyll & Bute planning 
department, who have been very supportive. However, there are so many agencies 
and stakeholders involved that it becomes a severe test of a communities’ resolve to 
leap over all the hurdles. In our case, these included Argyll & Bute planning, Scottish 
Environmental Protection Agency, Historic Scotland, Environmental Health, Scottish 
Natural Heritage, West of Scotland Archaeological Society, RSPB, Loch Lomond 
and Trossachs National Park, Civil Aviation Authority, Ministry of Defence, 
neighbouring local communities, and others. It would greatly help any community 
setting out on this road to have better guidance. The mechanism is in place in the 
shape of Community Energy Scotland, but this organisation requires more officers 
and training, particularly in the production of Environmental Impact Assessments and 
the financing of renewable energy schemes. 
 
We would welcome the opportunity to employ one or two local people to act as 
technicians in the operation of our wind farm. However, as far as we can ascertain, 
no such courses are available at our Colleges. Perhaps the committee might 
encourage the introduction of relevant qualifications in this area, possibly with 
financial assistance from the major turbine manufacturers, who are increasingly 
opening offices and maintenance centres in Scotland. 
 
Rural communities throughout Scotland have a once in a lifetime opportunity to raise 
their own funds to sustain their communities. With guidance and a little financial 
assistance, the involvement of such communities could provide a significant boost to 
the achievement of the Government’s target. This is not a party political matter and 
we are not the only folk making these points. Prominent figures from the 
businessman Maitland Mackie to Calum MacDonald the former Labour Party 
Member of Parliament for the Western Isles have long campaigned against revenue 
from Scottish renewable energy disappearing out of the host communities and furth 
of Scotland. The EET Committee has the opportunity to bring these issues and 
opportunities before Parliament and change this unfortunate situation. 
 
The villages on the west of the Rosneath Peninsula are working hard to develop a 
wholly-owned community wind farm, which, if delivered, will be the largest 
community scheme in the UK. Over the last eighteen months we have made 
mistakes and learnt many lessons. These range from not having a proper critical 
path to guide our progress to being caught out with consultants who proved to be 
inadequate. Many of these errors could have been avoided with better knowledge 
and systems in place. We would be happy to assist the EET Committee in any way 
that can help other communities along the road to regeneration and sustainability, 
and at the same time help the country achieve its renewable energy target. 
 
 
Murdo MacDonald 
Convener, Rosneath Peninsula West Community Development Trust. 
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Economy, Energy and Tourism Committee 
 

15th Meeting 2012, (Session 4), Wednesday, 9 May 2012 
 

Annual Report 
 
 

Background 
 
1. At the end of each parliamentary year, all committees are required to produce 

an annual report.  The report gives a brief synopsis of the work undertaken by 
the committee in the previous year, under headings such as bills, inquiries and 
legislation. These reports follow an agreed template and are routinely around 
the same length. 

 
2. A copy of the draft EET Committee report is included at Annexe A. As with 

other reports, members are invited to comment before the report is approved 
for publication. 

 
 

Vikki Little 
Committee Assistant 

May 2012 
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ANNEXE A 
 
 
 

Economy, Energy and Tourism Committee 
 

Annual Report 2011-2012 
 
The Committee reports to the Parliament as follows— 
 

Introduction 

1. During the parliamentary year from 11 May 2011 to 10 May 2012, the 
Economy, Energy and Tourism Committee has been busy, getting straight down to 
business. During this period, the Committee has concluded 4 inquiries and also 
considered a bill and other forms of legislation. 

Inquiries and report 

Review of the Business Gateway service and the renewal of contracts 
2. Between September and October 2011, the Committee considered the renewal 
of contracts for Business Gateway service. This service offers free and impartial 
business advice to anyone wanting to start up or develop a business.  The inquiry 
looked at the strengths and weaknesses of the service with a view to making 
recommendations to feed in to the contract renewal process. 

3. During the inquiry, the Committee received 19 submissions and heard from 17 
witnesses. A report1 was published on 10 October 2011, recommending that as the 
Scottish Government’s flagship for SMEs, Business Gateway has to be operating at 
peak effectiveness. 

Fuel poverty 
4. In the latter half of 2011, the Committee held a short inquiry into fuel poverty. 
Although the major 6 energy providers had announced a cut in prices, following a 
recent steep rise, it was reported at the time that 28% of all households in Scotland 
were experiencing fuel poverty.2 

5. While the Committee recognised that the Scottish Government alone is unable 
to eradicate fuel poverty, it noted that the major energy companies were taking steps 
to address the issue. In its report,3 the Committee recommended closer working 
between the Scottish Government and the energy companies, and agreed to revisit 
this issue in the future. 

                                            
1 Economy, Energy and Tourism Committee, Business Gateway – contracts renewal. Available at: 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/42874.aspx 
2 Scottish Government, Scottish House Condition Survey, Key Findings for 2010: 
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2011/11/23172215/0 
3 Economy, Energy and Tourism Committee, Fuel Poverty report. Available at: 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/47767.aspx 
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Independent Commission on Banking 
6. The Committee undertook a short, one-off evidence session inquiry into the 
proposals contained within the final report of the Independent Commission on 
Banking (ICB). Following the session, the Committee wrote to the Chancellor of the 
Exchequer, making a series of recommendations.4 

Issues affecting Scottish Tourism 
7. Finally, a one-off evidence session was held with 10 representatives from the 
Scottish tourism industry. Following this session, a short report5 was produced, 
highlighting areas of concern. The Committee agreed to revisit this issue at a future 
meeting. 

Bills 

Land Registration etc. (Scotland) Bill 
8. The Committee has recently concluded its Stage 1 and 2 consideration of the 
Bill. The Bill is mainly concerned with updating the current law on land registration.  

Public Body Consent Motion on the National Endowment for Science, Technology 
and the Arts (NESTA). 
9. This year, the Committee considered a public body consent motion on NESTA. 
The purpose of this consent motion and the statutory instrument was to abolish 
NESTA as part of the UK Government's public bodies reform programme and allow it 
to transfer to charitable trust status.  

10. The procedure for consideration of this instrument varied slightly from that 
used when considering a Legislative Consent Memorandum (LCM). Typically, an 
LCM is lodged when changes are being made to a Bill in the UK Parliament which 
relates to devolved matters of changes the powers of the Scottish Parliament or the 
Scottish Ministers. However, in this case, the change to the status of NESTA was 
being introduced via a statutory instrument in the UK Parliament, and not through 
primary legislation. In any case, this change of status required the consent of the 
Scottish Parliament. The Committee agreed to recommend the consent motion be 
approved. 

Subordinate legislation 
11.  In this parliamentary year the Committee considered 2 statutory instruments: 

 The Home Energy Assistance Scheme (Scotland) Amendment (No. 2) 
Regulations 2011: SSI 2011/350; and 

 The Storage of Carbon Dioxide (Licensing etc.) (Scotland) Amendment 
Regulations 2011 (SSI 2011/draft). 

Petitions 
12.  No petitions were referred to the Committee in this year. 

                                            
4 Economy, Energy and Tourism Committee, Report on Banking. Available at: 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/42896.aspx 
5 Economy, Energy and Tourism Committee, Report on Scottish tourism. Available at: 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/47916.aspx 
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Innovation/Networks/Miscellaneous 

13. Building on a history of engaging with stakeholders and key groups, the 
Committee once again hosted a seminar with the STUC and is also organising  the 
7th Business in the Parliament Conference in June 2012. 

14. The Committee this year included 4 first-time MSPs. The Committee undertook 
informal training sessions prior to committee meetings to discuss procedures for bills 
and when dealing with subordinate legislation. 

Equalities 

15. The Committee has ensured that all meetings it organises reflect the 
Parliament’s guidance on these issues.  

Meetings 

16. During the parliamentary year (from 11 May 2011 to 10 May 2012), the 
Committee met 31 times. 2 meetings were held entirely in private and 18 were partly 
in private. Of the 20 meetings where some or all of the items were in private, this 
was to consider draft reports, the appointment of an adviser or to discuss 
approaches to inquiries or evidence heard. 
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